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WHY YOUR
MARKETPLACE NEEDS
AN AD PROGRAM
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Ads are a powerful and growing profit tool for 
marketplace operators. A Goldman Sachs 
Equity Research report noted in February 2021 
that “in the US alone we believe retailers are 
positioned to generate $15-$20 billion of 
e-com oriented retail media revenue from 
CPG manufacturers by 2025; the figure should 
be substantially larger when we contemplate 
the potential to tap into media streams from 
electronic, apparel, sporting goods and other 
manufacturers for some retailers.” The scale 
here is massive, and marketplace operators 
are taking note.

Despite many companies’ eagerness to take 
advantage of this trend, it’s not always easy 
for them to introduce ads to their market-
place. In fact, when we engage with new mar-
ketplace partners on monetization strategies, 
we’re commonly asked: “How can I convince 
my internal team that ads work and are a 
good idea?”

Within any organization, there are competing 
priorities. There are people responsible for site 
planning, merchandising, UX, CX, sort, person-
alization, supplier relationships, and shopper 
support that all have a vested interest in 
making your marketplace as compelling and 
profitable as possible. The good news is that 
when done correctly, ads can create a 
win-win scenario, driving revenue while meet-
ing the needs of diverse stakeholders.
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Ads truly enhance the 
shopping experience

Ads deliver high margin revenue 
for you and your sellers

Ads improve seller retention in 
your marketplace

When done correctly, ads 

can create a win-win 

scenario, driving revenue 

while meeting the needs of 

diverse stakeholders.

“

“



Futhermore, you’ll also want to consider the following areas of your current marketplace:
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ARE ADS RIGHT FOR
YOUR MARKETPLACE?
To know if ads are right for your marketplace, it is important to remember the objectives of the di�erent 
participant groups.

MARKETPLACE OPERATOR

BU
YE

RS

SELLERS

BUYERS
Want to be shown relevant o�ers 
and complete a purchase easily

SELLERS
Want to profitably increase demand 
and revenue to meet individual 
economic goals

MARKETPLACE OPERATOR
Wants to monetize while 
maintaining user experience and 
driving results

ORGANIC PERFORMANCE 
Are your organic CVR, CTR, and 
basket sizes at the right levels to 
support e�cient returns for ads? 
Will sellers be compelled to par-
ticipate in the ads program 
based on their organic perfor-
mance? 

DIVERSITY
Is there enough diversity from a 
merchandising perspective to 
support a healthy auction? Not 
enough diversity will not provide 

incentive for sellers to participate 
in the program, which could, in 
turn, hurt the buyer experience. 
Even if they do decide to partici-
pate, a lack of diversity will lead 
to low CPCs, and minimize the 
upside of the program for you, 
the marketplace operator. 

SELLER BUDGETS
What are the sellers in your 
marketplace like and where do 
their budgets come from? Would 
your marketplace be competi-

tive and compelling so that you 
could tap into budgets beyond 
marketing (distribution, brand 
building, awareness etc.)? The 
most e�ective marketplace 
monetization occurs when you 
are able to tap into multiple 
budgets. This allows the sellers to 
increase their demand based on 
a variety of economic goals. This, 
in turn, shows buyers the most 
relevant o�ers and enhances 
their shopping experience. 
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HOW TO TEST AN ADS PROGRAMWhen ads are discussed, the most 
common objections we hear are that 
they will:

Hurt the buyer experience (by 
distracting them from the core 
marketplace experience)

Reduce conversion rate (by 
promoting potential suboptimal 
products)

Alienate sellers (by forcing them 
to pay another marketplace fee)

Koddi has worked with several large 
marketplaces to test the e�ective-
ness of marketplace advertising, and 
continues to. Every marketplace we 
work with has proven through exten-
sive testing that none of these objec-
tions actually play out in the real 
world. For more than a decade, Koddi 
has worked with our partners to build 
programs that delight buyers, 
preserve conversion, and improve 
seller retention.

Our success isn’t an accident - it 
starts with implementing best prac-
tices, supported by a rigorous testing 
methodology. Our most mature part-
ners run hundreds of meticulous tests 
- from the placement of the ads on
the page to the color of a button
inside the ad unit. By testing every
possible iteration, you learn, you get
better, and you drive results.

When thinking about how to scale and test an ads program for a market-
place, there are three horizons you should consider that contain di�erent 
ad inventory types, testing considerations, and desired outcomes. 

1) SPONSORED LISTINGS

The first horizon you should consider includes limiting impact to organic 
activity and core conversion. The ad format to consider in this use case 
is normally sponsored listings. By design, sponsored listings are native 
and endemic and through testing have been proven to have little to no 
impact on organic conversion, click-through rate, and aggregate reve-
nue. At Koddi, we generally roll out sponsored listings programs in three 
waves: alpha, beta, and general availability:

ALPHA - funded by partner, limited rollout and user tra�c split
BETA - funded by advertisers, full rollout, user tra�c split
GENERAL AVAILABILITY - funded by advertisers, full rollout, all users

Limited rollout entails finding one robust marketplace to rollout a test to. 

User tra�c split simply means creating treatment groups by users vs 
sessions, ramping up slowly to gauge impact to organic activity, i.e.: 10% 
of users, 20% of users, 50% of users, 95% of users.

The desired outcomes of sponsored listings include incremental revenue 
and limited impact to organic performance. It’s safe to say that a spon-
sored listings test is an e�ective route to take.

HANDLING OBJECTIONS
THROUGH TESTING
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3) CONTEXTUAL LINKOFF ADS

The third horizon you should consider is monetization of long-tail inventory by way of additional points of sale 
(POS) and linko� on top level category pages. If done correctly, by capturing the customer that is higher in the 
purchase path, you can lower impact to core conversion. If done incorrectly, this approach has the potential to 
capture a customer that is not necessarily low in the funnel and is close to conversion. The way to test this 
approach is by conducting an A/B test for each page displaying the ad as well as each ad format. Testing con-
textual linko� has the potential to take away tra�c from organic portions of the site; however, the reward for this 
approach, if rolled out properly is high, as they are extremely incremental in helping to capture customers that 
were not previously on the radar.

SPONSORED
LISTINGS

CONTEXTUAL
LINK OFF
(expansion to additional
POS or sites)

DISPLAY AD
FORMATS
(Banner, video, etc.)

PRODUCT TESTING CONSIDERATIONS DESIRED OUTCOMES

Alpha - funded by partner, limited rollout and user tra�c split

Beta - funded by advertisers, full rollout, user tra�c split

General Availability- funded by advertisers, full rollout, all users

Incremental Revenue

Limited impact to organic 
performance

A/B test for each format and page

A/B test for each format and page

Capture of branding/awareness 
dollars (CPM)

Monetization of additional 
remnant inventory

Monetization of high level 
category pages

Monetization of long tail inventory

All this being said, there is no one-size-fits-all approach. Determining the right testing path takes thoughtful 
and strategic consideration of the dynamics of your marketplace and having the right success measurements 
in place to guide your journey.

2) DISPLAY ADS

The second horizon you should consider 
includes capturing branding/awareness 
dollars (CPM) and monetization of additional 
remnant inventory by way of display ad 
formats. Display ads allow for creative target-
ing by utilizing first party data: information you 
can collect from the users’ interactions with the 
site. Di�erent types of display ads that utilize 
this first party data include: banner ads, video, 
etc. The way to test this approach is by con-
ducting an A/B test for each page that 
displays the ad as well as each ad format. 
Di�erent ads can be generated from a set of 
information gathered from the user; A/B test-
ing is important because it allows you to 
understand which ad is most e�ective.
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MEASURING
SUCCESS

When looking at the success of your ads program, 
there are some quick hit metrics you should review:

IMPACT TO ORGANIC CONVERSION -Is conver-
sion helped or hurt by ads? How much?

AD REVENUE - How much are you making in 
total with advertising? This is a measure of total 
volume.

CPM (cost per thousand impressions) - How 
much are you making per impression? This is a 
measure of the quality of your monetization.

RPS (revenue per session) - How much money 
are you making per user session? Is this number 
higher with or without ads?

ACTIVE ADVERTISERS -How are advertisers 
participating in your ad program? This is a mea-
sure of the diversity of demand in your program.

There are several other metrics you’ll want to look at 
as your program matures, but there are two less 
common ones that we find particularly interesting 
with new marketplace ads programs:

SELLER RETENTION is often improved by ads 
programs. Why? Ads within a marketplace are a 

value-add service to your core o�ering (selling on 
the marketplace) that further cements your rela-
tionship with a seller. The real goal of an ads 
program is not just to improve revenue, but also to 
improve the stickiness of your underlying market-
place.

PROFIT MARGIN is often improved with ads. For 
example, let’s look at two hypothetical scenarios:

No Ads:
Your marketplace fee on a $50 basket is $15 (30%). 
After the costs of operating the marketplace itself, let’s 
say you walk away with a $1.50 profit. Your profit 
margin is 10% on this order. Then, let’s say you have 
50M orders a year with an ABS (average basket size) of 
$50 and an average marketplace fee of 30%. Your 
profit would be $75M (on $750M in revenue) and your 
profit margin is still 10%.

With Ads:
Now, let’s say you have the same exact marketplace 
economics with a $100M a year ad business. Your 
margin on ads is much higher - let’s say 75%. In this 
case, your ads profit is $75M. On that same 50M orders 
a year with an ABS of $50 and an average market-
place fee of 30%, your profit would be $150M (on $850M 
in revenue) and your profit margin would now be 18%. 
Thus, your profit margin would be higher with ads.

Ads are a powerful and growing profit tool for marketplace operators. E�ectively championing ads in your 
marketplace requires that you understand the objectives of your marketplace participants, have a robust 
testing strategy, and can put the right success measurements in place. 

AVERAGE BASKET SIZE

ORDERS

ORDER REVENUE

MARKETPLACE FREE REVENUE (30%)

MARKETPLACE PROFIT (10% PROFIT MARGIN)

ADVERTISING REVENUE

MARKETPLACE PROFIT (75% PROFIT MARGIN)

TOTAL REVENUE

TOTAL PROFIT

TOTAL PROFIT MARGIN

$50

50,000,000

$2,500,000,000

$750,000,000

$75,000,000

-

-

$750,000,000

$75,000,000

10%

$50

50,000,000

$2,500,000,000

$750,000,000

$75,000,000

$100,000,000

$75,000,000

$850,000,000

$150,000,000

18%

WITH ADSNO ADS



ABOUT KODDI

Koddi is a provider of adtech optimization and media management soft-
ware and services, powering advertising programs that drive measurable 
revenue growth to the best brands in the world. The company’s 
award-winning SaaS platform provides a robust network for brands to 
connect with consumers and drive more revenue through native sponsored 
listings, metasearch, and programmatic media campaigns. 

Koddi Ads o�ers the most comprehensive ad program available, running 
billions of ad auctions per day and providing a highly scalable, low-laten-
cy solution with an enterprise-class ad platform, out-of-the-box advertis-
er tools, and complete program management. 
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LEARN MORE CONTACT OUR TEAM
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